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1 Preliminaries: Stephan (2012)

If you are interested in a general background on the economics of science, I would highly recom-

mend Paula Stephan’s 2012 book How Economics Shapes Science. She is a real expert in this

area, and the book does an excellent job of summarizing her work as well as others’ research in

this area.

Chapter 7 of her book covers the market for scientists and engineers. She notes that this

market differs in many respects from other markets: the gestation (training) period is extremely

long, the job prospects at the time of graduation are difficult to predict in advance, and aspirants

often lack reliable information regarding the job outcomes of recent graduates. She argues that

career decisions in this market may largely be made in the dark due to scientists’ ”love” of

the subject. Below, we will discuss two empirical papers – Borjas and Doran (2012) and Stern

(2004) – which explore some of these issues.

2 Roy model (loosely defined!): Borjas and Doran (2012)

Borjas and Doran (2012) investigate how a large, post-1992 influx of Soviet mathematicians

affected the (publication) productivity of US mathematicians. The key idea is that prior to

the collapse of the Soviet Union, there was little collaboration and only infrequent exchanges

between Soviet and Western mathematicians; after the collapse of the Soviet Union, over 1,000

Soviet mathematicians migrated to other countries, with a large fraction settling in the US, and

many mathematicians who stayed in the Soviet Union became part of the globalized publication

market for mathematics.
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2.1 Historical context

Following the establishment of the Soviet Union in 1922, Soviet mathematicians entered into a

long period of development independent from mathematicians in Western countries. To vary-

ing degrees between 1922 and 1992, the Soviet government instituted strict controls on which

scientists could communicate with Western peers, on the parameters of scientific travel, on the

acceptable outlets for publication, and on access to Western research materials.
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Figure 1. Figure 1 illustrates the striking differences in specializations between Soviet and

American mathematics in 1984-1989, as measured by the number of papers published by Soviet

mathematicians by field relative to the number of papers published by American mathematicians

in each field. Borjas and Doran exploit this field variation - interacted with the fall of the Soviet

Union, in their empirical strategy.

© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
 Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates the negligible rate of pre-1990 coauthorship between mathemati-

cians reporting Soviet research addresses and mathematicians reporting US addresses.

© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Figure 3. Figure 3 documents the employment trends of newly minted doctorates from North

American institutions, which show clear evidence of a dramatic increase in the unemployment

rate at the same time the Soviet influx occurred.

© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

2.2 Data

The authors construct a data set that contains information on the authorship of every pa-

per published in mathematics over the past 70 years based on a database from the American

Mathematical Society (AMS), supplemented by archives from the Thomson Reuters Institute

for Scientific Information Web of Science (ISI) and the Mathematics Genealogy Project. Using

these data, the authors are able to document the location, affiliation, and complete publication

and citation records of mathematicians who were active predominantly in America and in the

Soviet Union for the past few decades.
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Table 1. Table 1 reports a very large degree of positive selection in the group of Soviet math-

ematicians who immigrated to America. Prior to their migration, these future Soviet émigrés

were significantly more productive in terms of their number of publications and citations.

© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
 Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Figure 6. Figure 6 documents a basic event study of the supply shock, as defined by the

fraction of total papers published by Soviet émigrés. Note that the shock was much larger for

the Soviet-style fields than for American-style fields.

© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

2.3 Results

Their empirical strategy is a basic differences-in-differences strategy, as motivated above, based

on the idea that US mathematicians specializing in different fields experienced different level of

exposure to Soviet mathematicians. To quantify the degree of exposure, the authors calculate

three indices reflecting the degree of field-overlap between the pre-1990 publication record of

each American mathematician and that in the Soviet Union. For each American mathematician

i in year t, the authors estimate regressions of the following form:

yi(t) = φi + φt +Xi(t)γ + θ(T × Indexi) + εi(t), (1)

where yi(t) is the number of publications/citations of the American mathematician i in year t;

φi are individual fixed effects; φt are year fixed effects; X is the years of work experience of the

mathematician included as a quartic polynomial; T is a dummy variable for year 1992 or later;

and Index is one of the three overlap indices.
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Table 3. Table 3 documents the θ estimates, which reveal a negative relationship between

overlapping fields and the (publication) productivity of mathematicians who are predominantly

in America. To be more concrete, for an American mathematician switching from a non-Soviet

style field to a Soviet style field in and after 1992, there is a reduction of 0.13 papers per year as

estimated in Panel A. Over the entire period of 1992-2008, the regression predicts a reduction of

2.2 papers, which is a third of the average publications by American mathematicians as shown

in Table 1.

© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Figure 7. Figure 7 documents these main estimates graphically, conditional (Panel B) and not

conditional (Panel A) on individual fixed effects.

© Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
 Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

The authors also present a number of additional analyses, including an estimate of the

aggregate effects of this change on US mathematicians.
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3 Compensating differentials: Stern (2004); Aghion et al. (2008)

3.1 Stern (2004)

The Stern (2004) paper is motivated by wanting to understand incentives that shape knowledge

production (under the broad umbrella of understanding knowledge production as an input into

innovation and economic growth). He draws on a characterization of “science” as an incen-

tive system in which researchers are offered substantial discretion in choosing research projects,

with rewards based on establishing intellectual priority (i.e. being the first to make a discov-

ery) through journal publication. Stern highlights two possible reasons why a science-oriented

approach could be pursued:

1. Scientists may have a “taste” for science. Researchers may have preferences for interact-

ing with discipline-specific communities and for receiving recognition for their discoveries

(Dasgupta and David (1994), Merton (1973)). Stern refers to this as the “preference

effect.”

2. Science may have productivity benefits, especially for private firms. Firms who adopt a

science-oriented approach may have higher research productivity. Stern refers to this as

the “productivity effect.”

Stern notes that there is no inherent conflict between these two perspectives: scientists may

have a taste for participating in science (the preference effect), and some firms may find it worth-

while to participate in science (the productivity effect). However, the two effects offer competing

economic implications for the scientific labor market. The preference effect implies a negative

association (compensating differential) between science and wages, whereas the productivity ef-

fect implies a positive association between science and wages (as long as there is “rent-sharing”

between firms and researchers). In observational data, we might also expect a selection effect to

bias the observed relationship between science and wages, if researchers with higher unobserved

productivity both have a higher preference for science (potentially due to having higher expected

benefits to science) and have higher wages.

3.1.1 Empirical framework

Stern’s model has two stages. In the first stage, firm j chooses whether to adopt a scientific

orientation for its research department (SCI = 1 or SCI = 0). In the second stage, firms hire

a single researcher with ability γi (observable to market participants but unobserved by the

econometrician). For firm j, the quality of worker i (the most attractive scientist who applies

for a job at firm j) is drawn from a firm-specific distribution gj(γ), bounded below at zero with

mean γ̄j .

Scientists’ utility depends on the offered wage and the preference for a science-oriented job:

Ui = λ0 + αsγiSCIj + wj (2)
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Following the logic outlined above, assume that scientists of higher ability place higher value

on a science-oriented research environment. Firms earn profits as a function of the ability of

hired scientists, the wages paid (wj), and their science-orientation:

πi,j = γi(β0 + βsSCIj)− wi,j − δSCIj (3)

This functional form for profits assumes that firms pay a fixed fee to adopt a scientific orientation

(δ), but that the benefits that the firm receives from adopting a scientific orientation depend

on the quality of the scientist. Firms who adopt science earn a quasi-rent that is increasing

in γi (earnings in excess of post-investment opportunity cost). If firms face a search cost for

new scientists and scientists can credibly threaten to receive outside job offers, then scientists

may extract some of this quasi-rent in wage bargaining. Stern formalizes this idea with a “rent-

sharing” parameter φ ∈ (0, 1) which determines the allocation of the quasi-rent between the

scientist and the firm.1 Wages are thus given by:

wi,j
∗ = γiβ0 + γi(φβs − αs)SCIj (4)

If the compensating differential αs is larger than the part of the quasi-rent extracted by the

scientist, then wages will be decreasing in the firm’s scientific orientation.

Importantly, nothing in the paper rules out that the preference effect arises not from an

intrinsic utility parameter but rather from career concerns on the part of researchers who want

to build up a publication portfolio in order to have a publicly observable signal of their quality

that could be useful in later job searches.

3.1.2 Data and estimation

In observational data, we might expect higher ability researchers to “consume” higher levels of

scientific orientation, and for firms to be more likely to adopt a scientific orientation if they

employ higher ability researchers (in which case, the private returns to adopting a scientific

orientation will be higher for the firm). Stern’s key estimation insight which he uses to try to

overcome these challenges is that in job markets for “novice” professionals, many candidates

receive multiple job offers prior to accepting a single job offer. For candidates who receive more

than one job offer, he can construct different points on the wage-amenity curve for a given worker

at a given point in time.

Stern collected the data for this paper by running a survey to collect “final-round” job offers

to biology PhDs who were completing their first postdoctoral fellowship at a top-tier medical

center or university, and who were participating in a job market for long-term employment. The

data is a small sample, including 164 job offers from 66 individuals who received multiple job

offers; Stern also examines data on individuals receiving a single offer.

1We will talk more about rent-sharing in a later lecture.
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This empirical approach requires that firms’ scientific orientation is uncorrelated with unob-

served sources of variation in research productivity. Stern designed his survey to ask detailed

questions that could provide controls for alternative hypotheses as best possible.

The key variables are SALARY (baseline salary) and a series of variables measuring scientific

orientation of the employers:

1. PERMIT PUB: are researchers allowed to publish discoveries?

2. INCENT PUB: how strong are incentives for publication?

3. CONTINUE RESEARCH: are researchers allowed to continue postdoctoral research projects?

4. SCIENCE INDEX: principal factor of the three variables listed above
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Table 1. Defines variables and presents summary statistics.

© Courtesy of Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS). All rights reserved. This content
is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

3.1.3 Results

The main take-away from Stern’s results is that there does appear to be a trade-off between of-

fered wages and the scientific orientation of firms: offers that contain science-oriented provisions

are associated with lower monetary compensation and starting wages. This pattern is robust to

controls for job types and to restricting the sample to non-academic jobs. The data suggest that

accepted and rejected job offers are comparable (consistent with equilibrium theories of wage

determination), and job candidates receiving multiple offers look similar to candidates receiving

only one offer. When Stern omits individual fixed effects, cross-sectional estimates are biased

upwards - underestimating the size of the compensating differential for science.
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Table 2. Comparison of variation in salary offers by the scientific orientation of different jobs.

For each measure of scientific orientation, does a t-test of differences in means focusing exclu-

sively on individuals who experienced variation in that characteristic across their offers. For each

individual and characteristic value, calculates an “average deviation” measuring how salary of-

fers associated with a given value of a characteristic differ from the average salary offer received

by that individual. Can reject equality of deviations in salary offers in the full sample, and

(somewhat less strongly) in the sample of nonacademic offers.

© Courtesy of Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS).
All rights reserved. This contentis excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more
information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Table 3. Regresses log offered salary on measures of scientific orientation. Without individual

fixed effects (column 1) the correlation is small, “wrong signed” (positive), and statistically in-

significant; once individual fixed effects are added (column 2) the parameter estimate switches

sign (negative) and is statistically significant. The magnitude of the compensating differential is

similar when other controls are added. The point estimate in column 3 (-0.19) suggests there is a

20% discount on the wage rate for science-oriented firms. Columns 4-6 add additional scientific

orientation measures.

© Courtesy of Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS). All rights reserved. This content
is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Table 4. Similar to Table 3, but limits the sample to nonacademic offers (for individuals who

received multiple nonacademic offers). Qualitatively similar to the results in Table 3 - suggest-

ing differences in Table 3 are not just driven by variation across academic and non-academic jobs.

© Courtesy of Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS).
All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more
information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Table 5. Uses monetary rank of job as dependent variable, and job characteristics as well

as individual fixed effects as right-hand-side variables. Results support salience of preference

effect: research environments that allow workers access to high-quality research colleagues and

an ability to choose their own projects offer less compensation.

© Courtesy of Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS).
All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more
information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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Table 6. Investigates two assumptions underlying the previous analysis. The first assump-

tion is that individuals who receive multiple offers are similar to those who receive only one

offer (needed if we want to estimate the population-level compensating differential); Table 6a

suggests job characteristics look similar. The second assumption is that all offers are equally

“serious” (otherwise, differences in hiring strategies could explain results). In most regressions,

ACCEPTED JOB indicator controls for this concern; the estimated coefficient on that variable

is generally small and statistically insignificant. Table 6B takes a more direct approach, com-

paring characteristics of accepted and rejected offers. Suggestive evidence against a negative

correlation between seriousness of offer and scientific orientation.

© Courtesy of Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS).
All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more
information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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3.2 Linking back to theory: Aghion, Dewatripont and Stein (2008)

Aghion, Dewatripont and Stein (2008) take Stern’s compensating wage differential estimates

as a “fact” that motivates a model clarifying the respective advantages and disadvantages of

academic and private-sector research.

The traditional case for government funding of academic research is knowledge spillovers: the

economic value of certain types of ideas cannot be fully appropriated by developers, leading to

underinvestment by the private sector in “basic” research. Stepping away from this viewpoint,

Aghion et al. (2008) write down a different line of reasoning that generates a role for academia.

The key distinction they emphasize between academia and the private sector is a tradeoff between

creative control and focus. They take the defining characteristic of academic research to be that

scientists retain decision rights over what specific projects to take on, and what methods to use

in tackling these projects. They take the defining characteristic of private-sector research to

be that decision rights reside with the owner/manager of the firm, who can (and will) largely

dictate project choice and methods to the individual scientists who work for the firm. They

assume that scientists value creative control, and will have to be paid a wage premium in order

to give it up (citing Stern’s paper as evidence for this assumption).

This structure implies that one advantage of academia is that scientists can be hired more

cheaply than in the private sector. However, a disadvantage of academia is that scientists

may end up working on projects they find interesting (or prestige-enhancing) but that have

little immediate economic value. In contrast, by virtue of their control rights firms can direct

scientists to work on those projects that have the highest economic payoff.

In their model, the resolution of this tradeoff depends on how far from commercialization

a particular line of research is. They consider a concrete example of a line of biotech research

which consists of 10 distinct stages, and which will yield a drug worth $10 billion if and only if

all ten stages are successfully completed:

• At the final stage, wages of individual scientists are relatively insignificant, and the most

important consideration is pushing the project ahead. The directedness of the private

sector make it optimal for the project to the privately owned at the last stage.

• At the first stage, the expected value of succeeding in the first stage is much smaller because

the project would still need to make it through later stages in order to be ultimately

successful. In this case, it becomes more important to cede creative control in order to

economize on scientists’ wages.

These basic ideas clarify why it may be socially optimal to have early-stage, basic research

occur in academia.

3.2.1 Basic set-up of the model

Let I0 denote the initial idea for the development of an economically valuable product (e.g., a

new drug.) This idea can be built on by subsequent scientists in stages. If stage 1 is successful,
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then there is a refined idea I1 based on idea I0 and so forth. There are a total of k stages after

the initial idea. If and only if all k stages are successful, there is a final idea Ik which generates

a marketable product with value V .

The probability of succeeding at stage j and moving on to stage j + 1 depends on:

1. The number of scientists who are active at stage j, which we denote as nj . If the scientists

choose to work on the current idea, then there is a probability φj(nj) that Ij moves on to

Ij+1. There are two specifications of the function φj(nj): (i) φj(nj) = p for all nj ≥ 1; and

(ii) φj(nj) = (1 − (1 − p)nj ). The first specification corresponds to the assumption that

all scientists have a perfectly correlated draw from the same success/failure distribution.

The second specification corresponds to the assumption that scientists have independent

draws from the same success/failure distribution, with each individual having a success

probability of p, so that the group’s success probability is given by (1− (1− p)nj ).

2. The research strategies that the scientists pursue. In this model, there are two options.

First, the scientists can follow a “practical” strategy, which maximizes the probability of

moving on to the next stage. Second, the scientists can follow an “alternative” strategy,

which allows the scientists to not advance the current line of research but rather to work

on other puzzle-solving activities – that is, a zero individual probability of success on the

current research. Suppose in academia, scientists work on their preferred strategy, while

in the private sector, scientists are forced to work on the “practical” strategy. Let α be

the probability that all nj scientists work on the practical strategy.

If stage j takes place in academia, the probability of advancing to stage j + 1 is αφj(nj)

because the scientists might choose the alternative strategy and not work on the current research.

If stage j takes place in the private sector, the probability of advancing to stage j + 1 is φj(nj)

because the practical strategy is required.

Let the wage in academia wa be set at the floor of the scientist’s wage R. To compensate

the disutility z of being forced to take the practical strategy, the wage in the private sector wp

should be set at R+ (1− α)z.

Consider a single research line with n = 1 for all k stages and φ(n) = p. To find the optimal

allocation of each stage, i.e. whether each stage should be conducted in academia or in the

private sector, the social planner optimizes the expected payoff of each stage backward. That

is, imagine that the first (k − 1) stages have been successful; if we successfully reach the final

stage k, we can generate a payoff of V . Then compare

pE(π ) = pVk − wp (5)

E(πak) = αpV − wa (6)

pwhere E(π ) is the expected payoff if the last round of research is conducted in the private sectork

with one scientist hired, and analogously for E(πak) in academia.
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There is a simple tradeoff: one the one hand, wages are lower in academia, without the wage

premium z. On the other hand, scientists might not work on the current idea with probability

α in academia. The social planner chooses whichever has the greater payoff for this final stage.
pThe sufficient condition for E(π ) > E(πak) is pV > z. The intuition is that the private sector isk

more attractive when the expected payoff is greater than the wage premium.
pTo maximize the payoff of stage (k − 1), denote Πk = max(E(π ), E(πak)). Folding back tok

stage (k− p1), the social planner compares E(π ) = pΠk−1 k−wp and E(πak 1) = αpΠ− k
p

−wa. The

sufficient condition for E(π ) > E(πak−1 k )−1 is pΠk > z. This recursive logic can be extended

backwards, so that at an earlier stage i, the social planner compares

pE(πi ) = pΠi+1 − wp (7)

E(πai ) = αpΠi+1 − wa (8)

pwhere Πi+1 = max(E(πi+1), E(πai+1)).
pThe sufficient condition for E(πi ) > E(πai ) is again pΠi+1 > z. Moreover, observe that Πi+1

falls as the stage becomes earlier because by construction Πi+1 ≤ Πi+2 ≤ · · · ≤ Πk. That is, as

we move backward to earlier and earlier stages, it becomes progressively harder for the private

sector to outperform academia. This observation immediately implies that it cannot be value

maximizing to have academia operate at later stages than the private sector. To put it another

way, once it is value maximizing to operate the research line in the private sector, all later stages

will be conducted in the private sector.

However, this observation does not mean the private sector is always preferable to academia.

Academia may become indispensable at the earlier stages if the total length k of the research

line is sufficiently large. Specifically, they prove that a research line with a sufficiently large

number of stages k will not be viable if located exclusivity in the private sector.

3.2.2 Branching out: the potential for new lines

If at any stage of the original research line, a scientist works on the alternative strategy, there

is a probability pr of a revolutionary new idea which will form the basis for γ entirely new

“offspring” research lines, with γ ≥ 1. That is, “offspring research” can only be born into

academia. Academia thus now has the added benefit of “letting many more flowers bloom,”

which makes it optimal to wait longer before moving a project to the private sector, all else

equal.

From an empirical perspective, what is interesting about the branching model is that it

implies that once an idea becomes the property of a private firm, it will be developed along

relative narrow lines. That is, the private sector’s ownership of a given idea will not yield as

diverse an array of useful next-generation ideas as would be generated in academia.
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3.2.3 Take-aways

This model provides a framework for evaluating the pros and cons of academic as opposed to

private-section research. Even in a world where ideas can be sold to the private sector at all

stages of the research process, academia – by virtue of its commitment to leaving creative control

in the hands of scientists – can play a valuable role in fostering research projects that would

not be viable if located entirely in the private sectors. Moreover, it is possible for ideas to be

privatized sooner than is socially optimal, with negative consequences for the overall rate of

innovation by lowering the success probability and limiting the number of offspring research

lines.
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